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The number in the bowl with water tells you how hot you can wash the laundry.
If there is 30 in the water, the laundry can withstand washing at 30 degrees. 
In the same way with 40, 50, 60, 70 and 95.

One line under the bowl of water means washing the laundry on a gentle program in the washing machine.
Gentle means more water and fewer drum movements.

Two lines below the symbol means the laundry should be washed extra gently - for example on wool program.

A hand into the water means that the clothes must be hand washed.
Crossing over the bowl with water, means the laundry must not be washed at all.

The symbols bout drying clothes are typically square.

One dot in a circle, means the clothes can be dried in the tumbler - but at low temperatures.
Two dots in the circle and you must dry the clothes at a normal temperature in a tumbler.
If there is a cross over the symbols means do not tumble dry the clothes.
A horizontal stroke means that the clothes must be wiped up.
If there is a diagonal line in the corner, the drying must be done in a shadow. 
The clothes can optionally be dry lying on a towel.
Vertical lines mean that the clothes will dry. 
One diagonal line in the corner means again that the clothes should dry in the shade.

The iron reveals that the symbols are about ironing.

One dot in the iron means the iron temperature must not exceed 110 degrees.
Ironing with steam may impair the quality of the laundry or destroy the fabric.
Two dots - ironing with up to 150 degrees is all right.
Three dots allow for ironing up to 200 degrees.
A cross over the iron means ironing and steam treatment should be avoided.

A circle with a letter is a guide to the cleaner.
The letter indicates which liquid the cleaner should use to get your coat clean, for example.

A line below the circle means that the cleaner must use gentle cleansing.

Occasionally it may be necessary to bleach clothes a bit.

The triangle is the symbol used when a washing instructions should tell about bleaching.
A black triangle crossed means you should completely avoid bleaching the clothes.
A white triangle means all bleaches are allowed.
A triangle with two diagonal lines means one has to bleed - just not with chlorine.
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